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Dear Andrea 

SVAF would be thrilled if you would be willing to speak to us at our February meeting on Thursday 
February 4th. 

Sevenoaks Visual Artists Forum is a group of approximately 60 professional Kent artists. The group 
is non selective and comprises successful, emerging and student artists.  Members are drawn from 
many disciplines including paint, ceramics, print, textiles, glass, video and contemporary drawing. 

We meet monthly in the Kaleidoscope Gallery. The gallery is part of a modern library and museum 
complex surrounded by good parking. Meetings run from 6-8pm with sometimes an optional trip to 
the pub afterwards! Normal attendance is about 15-20 artists. 

Speakers usually bring some of their work and/or a PowerPoint presentation and talk - with 
members asking questions as they arise [or at the end], but any format which suits the speaker is 
fine. We can provide a laptop, projector and screen if required; just let us know.  

Meetings commence at 6pm with coffee, socialising, and announcements. Our speakers start 
around 6.30 and are welcome to talk until about 7.30.  Approximately ten minutes is available at the 
end for further questions if needed. We have to vacate the library by 8pm. 

SVAF is an artist led organisation with no outside funding. We would love to be able to offer our 
speakers greater remuneration but at present we are only able to offer a £40.00 speaker fee. 
[£20.00 each if two speakers] and some travel expenses. 
 
We do hope that you will be able to make the date and become part of our continuing artistic 
journey. 
 
Looking forward to hearing from you 
 
with best wishes 
 
Franny.                                                    frannyswann@hotmail.com / 01322 864023/ 07956296760 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Directions: 
From Sevenoaks High Street turn into Suffolk Way, take first left into car parks, then park in the first 
right hand car park. The Gallery is in the library building facing you [as pic.]. Go up the exterior ramp 
and then up the stairs.     

 

Sevenoaks Kaleidoscope Gallery 
Buckhurst Lane, 
Sevenoaks, 
TN13 1LQ 

01732 453118 
 
kaleidoscope @kent.gov.uk 

                                                                     
 
 


